ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF STUDENT / INSTRUCTOR PARKING
& FACILITY ENTRANCES

As a student in an internship program at Fremont Health, I understand that it is my responsibility to park in designated student areas. I understand that as a future patient care provider it is my responsibility to take care of my patients’ needs first and that my patients’ ability to access our services is vitally important to the patients’ wellbeing and my organization’s overall customer service philosophy.

Entry through Dunklau Gardens is strictly prohibited. This allows our residents to maintain a sense of home and security while reducing external temperature effects on our residents. Entry through the main Imaging Center doors is also prohibited. Our patients in this waiting room deserve the right to privacy with the least amount of disruptions, disturbances and temperature fluctuations. You may enter the building through the Café (unless marked during winter months). When the Café entrance is closed due to winter conditions, you may enter through the Imaging Center Entrance.

Exception: ED Students & Instructors may park in the Staff Parking area outside of the Outpatient Entrance.

We also ask our students to enter the facility with a sense of professionalism. Although you are completing some of your education on our campus we are a healthcare facility treating patients, holding meetings or hosting events. Your cooperation in maintaining a quiet, clean and professional organization is imperative.

By signing below I acknowledge that I understand these terms and conditions of parking, entry and professionalism. **I fully understand that if I park in undesignated areas my vehicle will be towed at my own expense.**

Name (print): _____________________________
Signature: ________________________________ Date: ______________________________

Vehicle Make/Model ______________________ License #________________ Year_______ Color__________